Controlled continuous flow delivery system for investigating taste-aroma interactions.
A multichannel flavor delivery system, Dynataste, was developed. Controlled amounts of isoamyl acetate (100 ppm) and sucrose (0-3%) solution was administered to experienced and naïve assessors who used time intensity techniques to record perceived 'fruit' flavor intensity. In-nose volatile delivery was monitored using atmospheric pressure chemical ionization-mass spectrometry. Results indicated that sucrose is a key driver of fruit flavor intensity but that the magnitude of the effect varies between individuals. The combined temporal analysis of chemical stimuli in vivo and sensory data indicate evidence of interactions at a perceptual level. Comparison of experienced and naïve assessors revealed cross-modal interactions in each group, although a subgroup of experienced assessors was unaffected by changes in sucrose concentration. This raises the question of the selected use of experienced panels in cross modal investigations.